Designing Technologies for Community Policing
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Abstract
Community policing faces a combination of new challenges and opportunities due to both citizens and police adopting new digital technologies. However, there is limited scholarly work providing evidence for how technologies assist citizens’ interactions with the police. This paper reports preliminary findings from interviews with 13 participants, both citizens and police officers, in England. We recognize four key types of actors in the current practice of community policing, alongside existing technologies and challenges faced by citizens and the police. We conclude with three design implications for improving citizen-police engagement.
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Introduction
Community policing (also known as community-oriented policing [13] or neighborhood policing [22]) is a widely adopted approach for engaging the public in policing with the aim of reducing or preventing crime and the fear of crime. The philosophy of community policing arises from a belief that the public are willing
Community Policing

The most popular definition of community policing is coined by Myhill [24]: "Community policing is the process of enabling the participation of citizens and communities in policing at their chosen level".

Community policing has three common features: police-community partnerships, problem-solving approach, and organizational decentralization.

To get involved in policing and engage with the police [21]. However, due to policy and cultural factors, there are many debates about the effect of community policing in practice [12,21]. A number of government authorities and policing researchers have investigated the issues, challenges, and best practices of community policing [12,21,22,28]. Despite this, there appears to be little HCI research on understanding the practice of community policing before designing new technologies to support collaboration.

With information and communication technologies (ICTs) growing, both the level and nature of crime are changing [22], and the public is exposed to more information than ever. While the overall level of crime has decreased in recent decades in England and Wales [25], people’s perception is that the level of crime is increasing [5]. At the same time, law enforcement agencies are increasingly adopting digital technologies in their governance, public service, and civic engagement [6,16]. Given the pervasiveness of ICTs, such as mobile sensing technologies and surveillance cameras, there is a unique opportunity to explore current practice and challenges in community policing.

We have conducted a multi-site qualitative study with 13 participants in England, in order to investigate the experience of citizen-police engagement from the perspective of both citizen and police. This paper provides empirical evidence about current community policing practice in England and identifies the challenges and design opportunities for technologies to improve citizen-police collaboration. We encourage HCI researchers to work on the design space of building digital trust between citizens and authorities.

Related Work

This paper draws from HCI work on community policing [2,17] and the role of technology designed to promote community engagement [9,10,18].

Prior research has examined how technology can facilitate community engagement in policing. Kadar et al. [17] designed a crime prevention system and a modified version, which allowed people to report a crime in real-time. They found that the version supporting social interaction between users was more effective than the one-way information sharing system. Brush et al. [2] explored the use of home surveillance cameras using the concept of digital neighborhood watch, and they identified several security and privacy concerns related to sharing video with police and other households. The Mobile RoadWatch [26] app also encourages capture and sharing of video and contextual information using smartphones, supporting video cropping and audio muting to enhance users’ privacy.

Much HCI work has focused on online community behavior [19] and its effect on physical community engagement [8]. By comparing the usage of the Chicago police website and a Yahoo! web forum, Lewis et al. [19] claimed that the informal forum was used more frequently than the official site. Erete [8] found that the community’s online participation can improve their community engagement in the real world.

Other research has highlighted the successful community-based social media systems. For instance, WhatsApp neighborhood crime prevention group [27] was initiated by citizens in the Netherlands to empower social control and increase social cohesion and collective efficacy.
There are also examples of police forces using *Facebook* to support neighborhood watch and building relationships [14]; and platforms like *Nextdoor* [23] being used to allow local community members to collaborate on neighborhood issues.

However, the impact of technology on policing practice has not been found to be universally positive [1,6,20]. For example, Chan et al. [6] claimed that information technology can act as a barrier to change policing practices. Tullio et al. [30] found that using video technologies supported but also hindered law enforcement tasks. Our work aims to expand the existing understanding of current practice and challenges of community policing across cyber-physical-social space.

**Methods**

We conducted semi-structured interviews with 13 participants (8 females and 5 males; age range 27-60; median 46). The participants included 2 victims, 4 community workers, 1 prosecutor, and 6 police officers. The citizen participants were recruited through campus-wide emails and noticeboards, with the criteria of having experience with the police. The police participants comprised Police Community Support Officers (PCSOs) and police officers, recruited through OU’s Centre for Policing Research & Learning. Each person was first asked to introduce their experience with the police or citizens. They then played with the storytelling toolkit (Figure 1, bottom, including characters, buildings, and communication tools) to represent their experience and shared their stories. Then a semi-structured interview was conducted, which asked questions about the challenges of interactions with the police/citizen, what technologies they used in these interactions, and the expected features of the technology that could help. Each session lasted 1.5-2 hours, and each citizen participant was compensated with £10 high-street vouchers. The interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed, and an initial inductive analysis [29] was conducted. The participants were coded as P1-P13, and their roles are shown in Table 1.

**Findings**

Findings indicate four key types of actors in community policing: citizens, community workers, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and the police. We present our other findings under the broad categories of current practice, technology, and challenges of community policing.

**Current Practice**

Our findings indicate that the police have adopted diverse tactics for community policing, such as foot, horse, bicycle and car patrols; community meetings; knock-and-talk; school-based educational programs; and *Street Watch* [32]. All participants are positive about the concept of community policing. Police officers are trained to use the *National Decision Model* [33] to guide their engagement with the public and in problem solving (P12). For serious crime, police officers usually consult with relevant legal authorities (Crown Prosecution Service in the UK) to make decisions. The process is opaque to the public, which makes the police-citizen relations worse, resulting in the public tending to blame the police (P1).

Citizens have traditionally communicated with the police by calling the police or visiting a police station. People believe that the appearance of uniformed police officers can improve the community’s feeling of safety.
Part of the neighborhood policing team (P3, P6, P13). All our citizen participants know about Neighborhood Watch. However, people think it is confusing (P4) or needs to be improved (P5-P8) to get the younger people involved (P7). Citizen participants also report that the experience of policing during their youth influences their attitudes in later life. As P6 mentioned: "I found that really hard when I first started working as a community worker, because I was brought up not to speak to the police".

It is not surprising to see that community workers report having more effective communications with citizens than the police. Community workers are self-elected by residents and trained to advise citizens towards appropriate support or assistance services. Additionally, they play an important role as a consultant to the council and the police (P8).

The benefits of non-governmental organizations in policing are mentioned by both citizens and the police (P3, P8, P9). For instance, the police encourage people to call CrimeStoppers which allows anonymous reporting. As PCSO P9 said, "people don’t feel comfortable to report directly to the police, so they can dial CrimeStoppers so they don’t feel they will be treated as an informant to the police, and we can develop it off without knowing where it has come from… having information is better than nothing.”

Technology
Technology provides another different channel for people who are willing to interact with the police. Our findings show that the police have already adopted digital technologies and social media to communicate with the citizens. Police websites provide citizens with useful information such as contact details and crime maps. The public can report things via the police websites and get updates from the police’s Facebook site. Local, self-organized social media groups have the potential to greatly empower their residents (P11). The most popular tool for self-organization among our citizen participants is to use Facebook groups (P1, P3, P5-P8), followed by WhatsApp (P4).

Our participants are positive about using surveillance technologies. For instance, residents use Amazon Ring (P3, P5) and other private cameras. Additionally, authorized CCTV cameras, body-worn cameras, and ANPR (Automatic Number Plate Recognition) systems are adopted by the police to facilitate their work. Police officers only request the private camera data if it is the part of an investigation per se (P9). Commercial premises like shops use all kinds of CCTV cameras as well, however, due to the variety of CCTV systems used, the police struggle to get footage suitable for evidential purposes. One police participant reports using their body-camera to record the screen of private CCTV cameras during the police interview (P12).

Challenges
Our findings indicate several challenges in both practice and technology. An important practical challenge is the misunderstanding between the police and citizens. On one hand, all citizen participants complain about either the absence of or decreasing number of PCSOs/police officers patrolling in their community area (P3, P4, P6). Especially, residents in high-crime areas have lost trust in the police. There are three reasons for this. First, it is difficult to contact the police by calling the non-emergency phone number (101 in the UK), which is also costly. For instance, P5 claimed that it took 30-45 minutes to get answered by the police. Second, in line

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant Code</th>
<th>Stakeholder Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Prosecutor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Police Officer &amp; Witness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Citizen - Witness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Citizen - Victim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Community Worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Community Worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Community Worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>Community Worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>PCSO*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>PCSO*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>Police Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>Police Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>Police Officer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The stakeholder’s code and role in our study. *PCSOS = Police Community Support Officer. PCSOs do not have power of arrest and typically work as part of neighborhood policing team.
with Bullock’s work [3], people feel fearful or concerned to be labeled as informants, especially if they report their neighbors (P8). Third, when the public needs something, they think the police are unresponsive to their report or needs, so they feel the police are useless (P5). These factors lead to a reduced willingness to report suspicious activity (P8).

On the other hand, the police think that the community cannot differentiate between emergency and non-emergency calls (P2), e.g., dealing with garbage dumping, which is the responsibility of the local government. Police officers, therefore, think giving the opportunity to the community to report has a downside, which may increase their workload unnecessarily. As police officer P13 mentioned: “Everyone wants their own PCSO or police officer.” Moreover, police officers emphasize challenges of fragmented work patterns, due to interruption by emergency calls and massive overloads (P2, P13).

Another challenge relates to the privacy concerns associated with citizen-police communications. All citizen participants think that reporting crime anonymously is an important feature, which determines whether to report crime via a third-party platform. For example, P4 (a victim of crime) said they would only use WhatsApp because the criminals may find out what has been posted on Facebook. Social media moderators are necessary to monitor inappropriate posts that may verbally abuse people online (P5, P8).

It is also reported that due to perceptions of legitimacy and data protection regulations, online communication between the police and the public is limited to certain roles of police staff. As police officer P11 put it: “Police forces are trying to keep everything centralized, and to keep corporate accounts”. It is also found that police officers have barriers to access to data and technology. For example, police officers cannot access social media on their work devices (P13).

Police participants identify operational challenges associated with some technologies in the field. For example, PCSO (P9) mentioned the difficulty of typing a statement on mobile devices in the wet weather. Separately, P11 highlighted that sometimes video recordings can mispresent the facts or just provide a partial story. Finally, it is noted that too much data is also an issue for back-office processes: “Now every police officer will have a body cam ... it is the policy that I will use my body-worn camera for the stop and search. It is not for every occasion, otherwise, we would have too much footage” (P11).

**Implications for Design**

Our findings lead to three key design implications for technologies to improve the current community policing experience. These include needs to support multi-stakeholder collaboration, mechanisms for collective evidence analysis, and building digital trust.

**Multi-stakeholder Collaboration Platform**

The quality of community engagement is a vital element in successful community policing [21]. Findings indicate that digital technology is much easier for people who are afraid of bureaucracy or reporting someone they know. Additionally, mobile sensing technologies facilitate the reporting process. This opens design opportunities for the digital platform which could empower the collaboration among police personnel, community workers, NGOs, council, and residents, who...
are all involved in the current ‘ecosystem’ of community policing. Such tools should support different stakeholders to provide and get mutually beneficial information. The police officers could balance their workloads by focusing on serious crimes and allowing petty crimes [7] to be handled by other stakeholders. Incentive mechanisms (e.g., rewards) could be provided to encourage citizens to actively participate in crime prevention and activity in their local community.

Our preliminary findings highlight that both witnesses and victims would like to know the result of reported cases. The system should keep people informed about the process, which would also raise awareness of policing processes among the community.

Collective Evidence Analysis
An additional way to engage citizens would be to involve them in the analysis of reported information. The public is referred to as the ‘eyes and ears’ of the police [24]. However, our findings indicate that citizens’ reports may have limited evidentiary value. The private cameras and phone cameras provide more data than the police can reasonably handle. This is a crucial challenge when designing for community policing, where it should be noted that mutual understanding and helping behaviors within community members could improve collective efficacy [15]. Technologies for crowdsourcing human intelligence into investigations, with appropriate data protection mechanisms, could be one approach to achieve this.

Building Digital Trust
The technology should allow the citizens to report without attracting attention and exposing them to potential harm, e.g., a domestic violence reporting function could be embedded into a mundane system like weather broadcasting [4]. Further, digital evidence collection with limited disclosure [31] could protect users’ privacy as well as support building digital trust between users and authorities. Findings indicate that the high visibility of uniformed police officers enhances trust and confidence in policing. This suggests a design space for HCI researchers to explore how to build the public’s trust in the digital presence of police.

Prior research suggests that users are likely to trust the system more if they know how their information is going to be used, and to what extent it will be kept confidential [16]. Therefore, privacy policies should be provided to the users, who also have the power to edit or recall their message or even delete their accounts. The consent should be provided with opt-out options.

Conclusions
This empirical work explores current community policing practice, based on interviews with 13 participants from both citizens and police officers in England. Initial findings describe the current practice and technology used, together with the challenges of community policing. We propose three design implications for improving citizen-police engagement, which we plan to expand on through further detailed thematic analysis of the data [11], leading to co-design activities for community policing technology. We hope our findings will encourage HCI scholars, technologists and policing practitioners to join in this work.
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